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Abstract: Urban planners are often challenged with the task of developing design solutions
which must meet multiple, and often contradictory, criteria. In this paper, we investigated the
trade-offs between social, psychological, and energy potential of the fundamental elements of
urban form: the street network and the building massing. Since formal methods to evaluate urban
form from the psychological and social point of view are not readily available, we developed a
methodological framework to quantify these criteria as the first contribution in this paper. To evaluate
the psychological potential, we conducted a three-tiered empirical study starting from real world
environments and then abstracting them to virtual environments. In each context, the implicit
(physiological) response and explicit (subjective) response of pedestrians were measured. To quantify
the social potential, we developed a street network centrality-based measure of social accessibility.
For the energy potential, we created an energy model to analyze the impact of pure geometric form
on the energy demand of the building stock. The second contribution of this work is a method to
identify distinct clusters of urban form and, for each, explore the trade-offs between the select design
criteria. We applied this method to two case studies identifying nine types of urban form and their
respective potential trade-offs, which are directly applicable for the assessment of strategic decisions
regarding urban form during the early planning stages.
Keywords: social accessibility; psychology; energy; urban form; trade-offs; urban planning; centrality;
density; accessibility; urban perception

1. Introduction
Urban design is an activity to consciously transform a city, or a part of it, in order to adapt to
changing boundary conditions. For instance, to house the increase in population, waste land may be
transformed into a new residential quarter; or a deprived urban quarter may be revalued by creating
new buildings or by reconfiguring the public space. However, urban design is a challenging task due
to the complexity that is inherent to cities: they consist of many different physical elements (e.g., streets,
buildings, greenery). These elements can be configured in multiple ways and must meet many criteria
in order to be truly sustainable. Furthermore, the relationship between these criteria and the parameters
for defining the physical elements is not linear (e.g., increasing the size of a public square does not
linearly increase its attractivity). In addition, since some of the criteria are contradictory, there is no
straightforward procedure to create “the” best-performing design [1,2]. For instance, one can hardly
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improve an existing street by maximizing the available space for pedestrians, cyclists, and cars at the
same time. Instead, the design process can be described more as a search for trade-offs, offering the
best balance of performance for all objectives [3].
In order to avoid mistakes in the planning process, a sound understanding between the
design parameters and the different performance criteria is crucial. Design decisions based on
research-grounded models and methods is called evidence-based design [4] and is generally preferred
over personal ad hoc intuitions. However, not all design goals can be operationalized to the extent that
a rigorous quantitative evaluation is possible which is especially the case for most criteria related to
human behavior and perception. This makes urban design prone to failure, as the effects of planning
decisions on social behavior are often either neglected or evaluated by the subjective experience of a
few individuals. This results in what Blake (1977) [5] described as the fiasco of modernist planning,
namely to concentrate on aspects that can be quantified and neglecting the ones that cannot. Examples
for the negative effects of neglecting or not properly anticipating the social and psychological aspects
in urban design can for instance be found in Lawson (2001) [6], Gehl (1987) [7] or Jacobs (1961) [8].
In this context, an unsolved problem for sustainable urban design is to interpret urban structures in
terms of their psychological and social implications and combine this with more easily quantifiable
aspects, such as energy performance or costs. This would allow for a systematic evaluation of trade-offs
between urban design proposals across their multiple dimensions.
1.1. Research Questions and Scope
The main aim of this paper is to introduce a methodological framework for a quantitative
evaluation of long-term planning decisions in terms of the social, psychological, and energy potentials.
We chose the three aspects (social, psychological, and energy) on account of their previously mentioned
relevance to urban planning. However, in the overall framework, these three aspects can be seen as
examples for demonstrating the basic principle of investigating the impact of urban planning on the
many different criteria that cities have to meet.
Among the multitude of urban planning related factors that affect the three aspects, we specifically
focus our research on the effect of the geometry, also referred to as urban form. Urban form typically
comprises the shape of the three layers: streets, plots and buildings [9]. While non-morphological
aspects (such as greenery, building materials, or land use allocation) have substantial effects on the
social, psychological, and energy demand, we argue that, in particular, the understanding of the effect
of the morphological aspects is crucial. First, urban form is hard to change once built—as such, urban
form has long-lasting effects [10]. Second, it is most helpful to inform the early design stages, where
most of the decisions are related to the geometry of cities respective to the rules for how it is built.
In the scope of this paper, we address the questions (1) how to operationalize and test the social,
psychological, and energy potential of urban form; and (2) how to identify distinct categories of urban
form and evaluate the trade-offs between social, psychological, and energy potential for each category
of urban form. In our methodological framework, urban form comprises the buildings represented
as envelopes in level of detail 1 (i.e., simple flat roof block models without any details regarding the
shape of the roof, or windows), as well as the configuration of the street network with each street being
represented as two-dimensional lines connected to the neighboring streets at both ends.
The following links between urban form and the three potentials are assumed. The energy
demand (for heating and cooling) strongly related to the shape and arrangement of building volumes.
The social potential (which is interpreted as the accessibility of people) is strongly related to the street
network since this creates the precondition to access people. The psychological potential (referred
to as the physiological response to an environment as well as its subjective evaluation) is related
to both the building volumes (the urban objects that are mainly restricting views) and the street
network, which controls movement of cars and pedestrians and therefore influences noise and people
density (liveliness). The framework chosen for this study focuses on the evaluation of aggregated
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psychological, social, and energy potentials of urban form. This considers the effects of urban form on
the population level, as opposed to considering them on the level of the individual.
As a result of the above-mentioned scope, we define the outcome of the presented evaluation
framework to be representative of capturing psychological, social, and energy potentials; thereby being
fully aware of the fact that other factors (i.e., non-geometrical aspects) that can significantly influence
the outcome are not considered in this study.
Nevertheless, we argue that this potential-oriented approach can meaningfully inform the
planning process, especially in the early planning stages, to deal with many ‘unknown’ variables.
We argue that models that would deliver a very precise result would also require very detailed
information to run, which is however typically not available in the design stage. As result, the detailed
models would require making intuitive assumptions about these details, which would again make
these models prone to errors.
1.2. Case Studies
The methodological framework developed for this work was tested on two exemplary case
studies: the cities of Weimar and Zurich (see Figure 1). The aim behind studying multiple areas at
once is to increase the generalizability of the findings and make it possible to apply these to new cases.
However, when comparing (a) different measures and (b) the performance of urban systems varying
in their size, type, or number of elements, we need to address the issue of normalization as discussed
in following
sections.
ISPRS
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Figure 1. Case study areas in two cities—Weimar, Germany and Zürich, Switzerland. Both case studies
comprise 6.25 km2 and contain the path used to study psychological potential of urban form. (Data
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1.3. Structure of the Article

The article is structured as follows: First, we introduce the methodological frameworks for
evaluating the psychological, the social, and the energy potential of urban form. In each section, we
briefly review the state of the art in the field, explain the methods, and display the key results of each
section, which is a map of the potentials for each of the two cities. Second, we explore the trade‐offs
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the large urban datasets. The overall size of the study area was determined by the number of data
points given by an underlying analysis grid used for the purpose of analyzing the trade-offs between
different potentials at the same location. Since the maximum size of one grid cell has to be small
enough to capture the variation in the highly location-sensitive psychological and energy potential
(see respective sections for details), we end up at fine-grained, empirically calibrated analysis grid of
15 by 15 m [11] accounting for over 55,000 cells per study area.
The data describing the Zürich building stock (i.e., building type and year of construction) was
acquired by the Statistical office of Zürich and combined with the urban form model (i.e., street
network and buildings in LOD1) acquired by the Planning office Zürich. In the case of Weimar, all data
on urban form and land use was collected from the geoinformation platform of the German state
Thuringia—geoportal-th.de. All publicly available data sources used in this research can be accessed
as described in the section Supplementary Materials.
1.3. Structure of the Article
The article is structured as follows: First, we introduce the methodological frameworks for
evaluating the psychological, the social, and the energy potential of urban form. In each section,
we briefly review the state of the art in the field, explain the methods, and display the key results
of each section, which is a map of the potentials for each of the two cities. Second, we explore the
trade-offs between the three different potentials. Therefore, we present an approach for identifying
distinct urban form clusters for which we analyze their social, psychological, and energy potential.
Finally, we discuss the different trade-offs between the social, psychological, and energy potential of
these urban form clusters and give recommendations for future work.
2. Social Potential of Urban Form
The social consequences of planning have gained growing attention after “much of urban planning
and design in the 20th century failed to deliver on its claims” [12]. There is wide consensus that these
failures are predominantly social by nature, which is often being demonstrated through segregation
and ghetto formation of marginalized social groups [13]; with consequences such at high crime rates,
unemployment rates and school drop-out rates. Significant effort has been spent on linking these
negative consequences to various aspects of urban form with the intention to fix the present and
prevent the future failures of this kind. For instance, the studies on Crime [14], unemployment [15] or
economic activity [16] have repeatedly shown that allocation, typology, and configuration of urban
form can be traced back to various kinds of negative social behavior. However, despite the amount of
empirical evidence, it remains difficult to generalize and draw conclusions on top of them. This can be
attributed to the broad use of the term “social” with almost any human activity being treated as social
consequence of urban form. As an illustration, one can only speculate how the findings about negative
social effect of high densities on crime rates [17] relate to the positive social effect of high densities on
innovation [18].
We argue that what makes all the above-mentioned human types of behavior social is that they are
all a result of human interactions and the mutual relationships between individuals [19]. Hence, when
measuring the social impact of urban form, we suggest focusing on the core of any social phenomena,
namely the social interactions. We argue that our better understanding of the cause, which are in
our case the social relationships, is the key for our understanding of its consequences (e.g., crime,
innovation, unemployment).
Therefore, the aim of this section is to measure the long-term impact of urban form on the
potential for social interaction. For this purpose, we adopt the Aggregated Social Accessibility (ASA)
method [20] which has been proven as particularly well suited for capturing the social potential of one
specific morphological element, namely the street network configuration. Since the configurational
properties of the street network remain stable over time [21] and are hard to change, once built, the ASA
is specifically useful to capture the long lasting impact of the early planning decisions. For the ASA
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analysis, urban form is represented as two-dimensional street network consisting only of lines and
their intersections.
The social potential, as captured by the ASA expresses how many people can be accessed in public
space from a given location relative to all other locations. In other words, it gives us a quantitative
measure of the potential social interactions for any given location. The current limitation of the method
is that it does not express the quality of the interaction. In other words, we know that there are many
people to interact with, but we do not know if the environment encourages or hinders any of these
potential social interactions. Despite this limitation, we argue that this quantitative model of social
interaction potential is still useful for planning purposes as the additional evaluation of the interaction
quality would require detailed socio-demographic data (e.g., who interacts, for what purpose) which
is not available during the planning stage.
Moreover, the ASA as a measure of the fundamental potential for social interaction has been
empirically linked to what we previously described as “broader social consequences”. Our previous
study [20] suggests that the access to other people is the single strongest predictor of the access to
amenities encouraging walking behavior so-called walking attractors (e.g., coffee, restaurants, retail)
and can potentially improve the health and quality of life at a given location. The ASA alone could
explain 84% of the variance in the access to walking attractors in Weimar, which underlines the crucial
role of street network configuration on humans and their activities.
2.1. Methods for Measuring Social Potential of Urban Form
In general, the ASA analysis consists of two steps. First, the pedestrian movement flows are
estimated based on the configuration of the street network and then the accessibility to these movement
flows is calculated for any given location. As a result, different locations or design options can be
compared based on their access to movement flows giving relative potential for social interaction (here
termed as social potential).
2.1.1. Urban Form and Pedestrian Movement Flows
To estimate the effect of street network configuration on pedestrian movement flows, we adopt
the well-established graph-theoretical measure of flow, betweenness centrality. This was first introduced
by Freeman (1977) [22] as measure of information flow in social networks and was later adapted for its
use in spatial networks. The main contribution for bringing the graph-configurational methods to the
field of architecture and urban planning needs to be attributed to the Space Syntax researchers with
Hillier & Hanson (1984) [23] laying the theoretical foundations of this field in their seminal work Social
logic of space. In following years, the Space Syntax scholars developed an analytical framework which
was able to explain about 60% to 80% of the variance in movement flows purely based on the street
network configuration. The Space Syntax approach to represent the urban system, is built on the idea
of an inverse graph, where streets (or any linear elements such as visual axes) are graph vertices and
their intersections are the edges capturing the distance between the vertices. The major advantage of
this rather unique representation is the fact that the relationship between two locations in the graph
can be measured in addition to the metric distance, also in terms of cognitive load required to navigate.
This is expressed as angular deviation and is used to approximate human route choice behavior that
aims to minimize angular turns along a path.
One specific Space Syntax model utilizing the angular distance was introduced by Turner
(2001) [24]) under the name angular segment map. It has been repeatedly proven as a strong predictor
of human movement flows [25–27]. As a result, the ASA method adopted the angular betweenness
centrality as a calculation method and the segment map (see Figure 2) as a spatial representation used
to estimate the pedestrian flows. To calculate the betweenness centrality of a given street network,
the analysis radius defining the maximum metric distance between pairs of street segments has to
be defined. This is of high relevance as the analysis radius reflects the maximum distance assumed
to be travelled based on the choice of the travel mode e.g., pedestrian, cyclist, car. For the purpose
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2.1.2. Urban Form and the Access to Pedestrian Movement Flows
After the pedestrian movement flows in the street network are estimated, the accessibility to the
estimated pedestrian flows are calculated. For this calculation we utilize the concept of accessibility as
a “measure of the cost of getting from one place to another, traded off against the benefits received
once the place is reached” [32]. This concept has been operationalized by Hanse (1959) [33] as the
Gravity function proportional to the attractiveness of all points of interest j surrounding location i and
inversely proportional to travel cost between i and j (Equation (1)).
Gravity[i ]r =

∑

j∈ G −{i },d[i,j]≤r

W [ j]
e β·d[i,j]

(1)
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The travel costs in the Gravity function are defined as negative exponential with the distance-decay
parameter β (the ASA method adopts this function with the distance-decay parameter β set to 0.00217
as empirically calibrated by [34]. A distance decay parameter β of 0.00217 in meters corresponds to
0.1813 in temporal units) controlling the attitude towards travel distance. To apply the gravity function,
the location for which the accessibility is calculated, as well as the points of interest, must be defined.
In our case, the starting locations can be any location connected to the street network (e.g., buildings,
streets) and the points of interest are the pedestrians moving through the street network. Since the
estimated distribution of pedestrians by the betweenness centrality is depicting continuous movement
flows for each segment, these have to be discretized first (see Figure 3). This approach was chosen to
reflect that (a) the amount of people on a given street depends on the movement flow potential and the
length of the street and (b) that the distance to the various sections of the same street differs and so
does the accessibility of people or amenities.
The discretization parameter defining the distance between the points of interest was set to
5 m, as this setting represents a good approximation of a continual distribution of pedestrians with
acceptable computation time (below 30) [20]. The travel costs in the Gravity function are defined as
negative exponential with the distance-decay parameter β controlling the attitude towards travel
distance. To apply the gravity function, the location for which the accessibility is calculated, as well as
the points of interest, must be defined. In our case, the starting locations can be any location connected
to the street network (e.g., buildings, streets) and the points of interest are the pedestrians moving
through the street network. Therefore, we evenly discretize all street segments into point arrays
(see Figure 3). The discretization parameter defining the distance between the points of interest was
set to 5 m as this setting represents a good approximation of a continual distribution with acceptable
computation
(below
min).
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2.2. Results of Measuring Social Potential of Urban Form
In the following section, we present the social potential scores calculated for both case studies.
We mapped the ASA scores on the common analysis grid that is later used to visualize and compare
the psychological, social, and energy potential of urban form. Therefore, we interpolated the ASA of
the street segment points onto the grid cells (for details see the Trade‐offs section).
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2.2. Results of Measuring Social Potential of Urban Form
In the following section, we present the social potential scores calculated for both case studies.
We mapped the ASA scores on the common analysis grid that is later used to visualize and compare
the psychological, social, and energy potential of urban form. Therefore, we interpolated the ASA of
the street segment points onto the grid cells (for details see the Trade-offs section).
The resulting maps reveal the spatial patterns of social potential as defined by the street network
configuration (see Figure 4). In both case studies, we can observe a strong influence of natural and
infrastructural barriers on the distribution of social potential, i.e., rivers and railroads are dividing
both areas in the two cities not only physically, but also socially. Similarly, both cities share a rather
irregular geometrical form of the social accessibility distribution. Beside these common patterns, both
cities differ strongly in the number of centers accumulating social potential. Here, Weimar can be
described as mono-centric with the highest values of social potential in the historical core, which
are then irregularly dispersed towards the outskirts. In contrast, Zurich reveals a more polycentric
pattern with the main centers being interconnected with continuous stripes of neighborhoods with
high
social potential.
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2.3. Summary
2.3. Summary
To analyze the social potential of urban form, we used the ASA method for estimating the impact
of the street network configuration on the potential for social interaction. The results revealed that
the two case studies share some properties, such as the non-symmetric distribution of social potential,
however, they differ in their overall social performance. Here, the Zurich urban form reveals a higher
social potential compared to Weimar. We argue that the different patterns of social potential are a direct
consequence of their different urban form—namely the street network configuration of both cities.
3. Psychological Potential of Urban Form
If there is a psychological potential of urban form, in that psychological responses could be
predicted based on a set of variables, one must define of what it consists, and distinguish which
variables in the urban environment are critical for urban perception and experience, and how these
variables interact. For instance, one distinction could be made between the conscious experience and
subjective opinions about space, and the rapid subconscious perceptual responses to our environments
on a physiological level.
On the one hand, it is clear that, to a large extent, our experience of the built environment depends
on visual perception of spatial characteristics around us [36–38]. For instance, the way buildings
surround us, and the way streets connect, is a crucial factor for how we experience cities (e.g., building
blocks determine movement flows and enclosure, shadows, or blocked views). On the other hand,
perceptual processes happen rapidly and subconsciously. For instance, when we walk through the city,
all of our senses are engaged in processing manifold sources of sensory information around us. As such,
even when we do not form a subjective opinion about our experience of a place, our body will already
have been affected by the sensory stimuli around us; the temperatures and humidity, illuminance,
soundscapes, and so on. This interplay of dynamic environmental and individual variables makes it
hard to predict responses to a planned or existing urban environment.
Both geometry-based properties (e.g., features of the form of buildings and the street network)
and non-geometric properties (such as soundscapes, temperatures, illumination, and many more)
influence perception; and further: that urban experience is determined by the interaction between
these environmental aspects and the individual subjective environmental appraisal (e.g., liking an
environment or not) and physiological responses (i.e., the way an environment affects our body).
Several methods exist to quantify perception and behavior—relevant properties of urban form,
for instance, visibility analysis [39] or the street network analysis mentioned in the previous section.
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The non-geometric properties are harder to define, as they mostly vary dynamically, change in time,
and interact among each other (e.g., increased noise and pollution levels from higher traffic).
However, quantifying these complex relationships between environmental characteristics and
urban perception and experience further would allow urban planners to calculate predictions of the
‘psychological potentials’ (subjective experience or appraisal, physiological/perceptual responses) that
could be used to inform early planning stages. As such, if the complex relationships between urban
form and human responses were defined quantitatively, planners could conduct quantitative analyses
of their plans and predict urban experience even before the (re)development of an urban environment.
Previous research has already started untangling these complexities of urban experience, in order
to more closely evaluate which environmental variables are relevant and measurable to quantify urban
perception. In terms of geometric and other visual properties, Ewing and Handy (2009) [40] defined
perceptual urban design qualities’, such as visual enclosure, spatial complexity, greenery, crowding,
urban soundscapes. They also identified that pavement conditions, the number of parked cars along a
street and many other aspects in the environment could influence how we perceive and experience
urban environments. However, few studies systematically examine and quantify these manifold
environmental variables and their relationship to urban experience. For instance, Knöll et al. (2015) [41]
examined environmental appraisal in relation to different typologies of urban environments (i.e., a park,
a square, a courtyard, and streets). They found that street network centralities and the field of view were
linked to ratings of urban stress perception. In addition, earlier work by those authors also indicated
that a key aspect of urban stress are soundscapes [42]. Such soundscapes, e.g., caused by traffic, are also
strongly related to the street network (cf. the section on social potentials). Second, to capture the
effect of dynamic and non-geometric variables on urban perception, sensor-data that measures these
variables in a temporal fashion would have to be linked to continuous ratings of urban appraisal or
physiological responses or tested notoriously as isolated variables in the laboratory. One field where
progress has been made is in the way we physiologically respond to urban environments. For instance,
Roe et al., (2013) [43] implemented a systematic laboratory study and found that physiological arousal
based on electroencephalography data correlated with specific arrangements of urban scenes. Their
later work included field testing and indicated that excitement measures of the electroencephalography
data were higher in busy/vibrant urban environments (study with elderly persons, [44]).
The authors argued that there are ‘neural signatures’ in the experience of different urban spaces.
As such, our brain and nervous system responds distinctly to different spatial settings (e.g., urban and
greenery [45]). This is similar evident in Hijazi et al. (2016) [46], who conducted a small-sample study in
which participants wore a skin conductance wristband while roaming freely in an environment. They
concluded that participants physiological response was linked to changes of a spatial scene, e.g., street
intersections. This indicated that physiological responses may be sensitive to soundscapes (perhaps
as environmental stressors, [47]). However, whether the physiological changes were triggered by
permanent features of the street (e.g., urban form) or dynamically changing variables (e.g., soundscapes,
illumination, temperatures, and so on) could not be answered in the previous studies. However,
Raja et al. (2018) [48] pointed out that sensing and geo-tracking with mobile devices is beneficial
as ‘emotional city mapping’, but advised researchers to narrow down the relative influence of each
variable in human-environment interaction in a step by step fashion.
3.1. Methods for Measuring Psychological Potential of Urban Form
In the following section, we describe our methodology for developing a predictive model of
physiological responses to urban form. This is based on iterative studies that examined the complexity
in the field, then reduced the variables in a systematic fashion in the research laboratory to quantify
their relative impact on urban perception and experience.
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3.1.1. Measuring Perception
To measure physiological changes while participants experienced each environment, we used
the wearable device Empatica (cf. Poh et al., (2010) [49] for a comparison of different devices).
With this device, we measured skin conductance (i.e., electro-dermal activity, EDA). As Benedek
and Kaernbach (2010, p. 80) [50] described, “electrodermal activity (EDA) refers to the variation of
the electrical properties of the skin in response to sweat secretion.” EDA responds to a variety of
stimuli around us, such as social interaction, spatial changes, stress, and fear, to name but a few.
However, EDA is primarily a measurement of changes in the sympathetic nervous system, rather
than a predictor. Two measures of EDA are central: EDA measures skin conductance level (SCL),
a slowly changing tonic activity of the skin; as well as the skin conductance response (SCR), a rapidly
changing, phasic activity [50]. Higher arousals mean a higher activity of the sympathetic nervous
system. In psychological research, EDA is considered to be an index of sympathetic activity, and linked
to arousal, cognitive states, emotional processes and attention [51,52]. This relationship is unspecific;
i.e., as Figner and Murphy (2010) [53] describe, the phasic skin conductance response co-varies with
arousal, but not with a certain ‘types’ of emotion (e.g., joy) or its valence.
However, since SCR does not indicate the valence, i.e., which emotions (e.g., joy) the participants
experience, or how strong the respective emotions occur, we also asked for subjective evaluations of
the environment. We measured subjective environmental appraisal on one dimension of pleasure: like,
neutral, and dislike. Participant made continuous ratings of how they liked the scene along the path,
by pressing one of the three response options on a device (here referred to as ‘clicker’). A more detailed
evaluation of the environment (such as spaciousness, complexity, brightness) is in general possible,
but would require a more complex study setup (rating interface) and more time and cognitive load
from the participant while walking along the paths. This was demonstrated in a previous study [54].
It has to be noted that more advanced sensors exist, including electroencephalography (EEG),
for which some more less reliable techniques exist to extract excitement, frustration etc. (valence) [55].
However, such assumptions so far have not been tested for reliability and correspondence to experience.
3.1.2. Measuring Urban Form
In order to measure perception, relative to urban form were used the concept of the isovist [39].
An isovist is defined as the area that can be seen from a single vantage point. For this aim, rays
are created radially around a viewpoint and intersected with the environment. From the shape and
rays of the isovist different properties can be derived, such as the surface area of the isovist polygon,
its perimeter, compactness (ratio of area to perimeter related to an ideal circle) or occlusivity (length of
occluding edges).
Along with the two-dimensional isovist, which has already been frequently used in
environment-behavior studies [56–58], we applied the basic principles to the 3rd dimension as well.
From the rays and the volume of the 3D-isovist (Figure 6), we again derived different measures, such
as volume, the longest and shortest rays, or amount of visible sky.
3.1.3. A Real to Virtual Workflow
Besides the temporally static features of urban form (isovist), there are many dynamic variables
that strongly relate to the perception of urban space, such as illuminance, noise, temperature, humidity,
or pollution. In order to systematically measure and analyze the influence of all these variables,
we developed a ‘real-to virtual workflow’. This means that we collected perception data in different
levels of abstraction of the environment, using virtual reality. The ‘real to virtual work flow’ was
developed to filter out to which degree the physiological states were linked to changes in urban
form [59]. This is particularly important since field studies contain many naturally and simultaneously
occurring variables, and it would be hard to distinguish the direct influence on urban form without
planned comparisons.
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In order to measure perception, relative to urban form were used the concept of the isovist [39].
More precisely, in the field study (study 1), every participant experiences different soundscapes,
An isovist is defined as the area that can be seen from a single vantage point. For this aim, rays are
weather conditions, objects along the way. By using a 360-degree video of the path (study 2),
created radially around a viewpoint and intersected with the environment. From the shape and rays
the soundscapes, illumination, and visual scenery remained the same for each participant, while
of the isovist different properties can be derived, such as the surface area of the isovist polygon, its
some factors, such as temperature and movement, were cancelled out. This allowed a controlled
perimeter, compactness (ratio of area to perimeter related to an ideal circle) or occlusivity (length of
replication of the field study in the virtual laboratory, as virtual environments are feasible methods
occluding edges).
to represent the real world [60]. Similarly, we used an abstracted geometry model to remove effects
Along with the two-dimensional isovist, which has already been frequently used in
of different materials, soundscapes, illumination, and greenery to measure effects
of urban form in
environment-behavior studies [56–58], we applied the basic principles to the 3rd dimension as well.
isolation from other factors (study 3). Figure 7 indicates the underlying idea of reducing environmental
From the rays and the volume of the 3D-isovist (Figure 6), we again derived different measures, such
variables to enhance experimental control.
as volume, the longest and shortest rays, or amount of visible sky.
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3.2. Results of Measuring Psychological Potential of Urban Form
3.2.1. Mapping Physiological Responses and Subjective Ratings of Appraisal
In order to interpret the skin-conductance measures, we performed the physiological arousal
quantification using the common procedures to pre-process and normalize the data [50,51,53]. The
physiological arousal was spatially mapped on equally distributed points along the paths (Figure 8).
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3.1.4. Experimental Set-up
For the studies, a walking path in each of the two case-cities were chosen. For study 1 (field study),
the dynamic variables, such as noise (decibel, dB), dust (mg/m3 ), temperature (◦ C), relative humidity
(percentage), and illuminance (lux) were measured using a sensor backpack (Griego et al. 2017). Skin
conductance data was collected with a wristband (Empatica) with the common procedures (adjustment
times, usage on the nondominant hand, pre-processing, normalization of data etc.). In the field study
30 participants took part where 10 EDA signals were discarded and the remaining 20 uncorrupt EDA
signals were used for data analysis. Due to technical issues and time limitations the field study with
the backpack and the Empatica Device was only conducted for Zurich [11]. A pre-study using an
analogous method for Weimar can be found in Bielik et al., 2015 [54].
For study 3, 360◦ videos of the paths were recorded, where some of the dynamic urban
properties were absent (e.g., solar radiation, wind, temperature, humidity) others remained constant
for (e.g., noise). The experiment was done using a head-mounted-display, with 30 participants in
Zurich and 20 in Weimar. For study 3, videos of the abstract geometry models were created. In this
study, 22 participants for the Zurich path and 27 participants for Weimar path were recruited. In both
VR-based studies the participants watched a video of the path, while their physiological changes were
tracked with the Empatica device. Furthermore, they used a clicker to rate whether they experienced
the scenes as positive, neutral, or negative (like, neutral, dislike buttons).
The field study data collections were conducted on two days in October/November for Weimar
and during three weeks in April for Zurich. We did not conduct data collections in rain, snow,
etc. to protect participants from such conditions. The April and October collections were similar in
illumination and temperatures. The videos for VR were recorded in similar conditions, but did contain
relatively stable weather, as it otherwise would not have been feasible to record videos on those days.
The geometry models were equally illuminated and did not include any weather. We did not conduct
statistical analysis of the ratings to compare differences across their data collection times, but given
that we collected on different times throughout a day and in similarly cold months, this variability
should be equal across participants.
3.2. Results of Measuring Psychological Potential of Urban Form
3.2.1. Mapping Physiological Responses and Subjective Ratings of Appraisal
In order to interpret the skin-conductance measures, we performed the physiological arousal
quantification using the common procedures to pre-process and normalize the data [50,51,53]. The
physiological arousal was spatially mapped on equally distributed points along the paths (Figure 8).
When comparing the results of the three studies (Figure 8), two things become obvious: First,
the arousal levels on average are lower with the reduction of realism. In the field study the average
arousal levels are highest, followed by the 360◦ video and lowest in the geometry model, where
the arousal level was lowest. Second, when we look at the distribution of the high and low values,
there are strong differences between the three studies. In the field study, high arousals appear in
areas of high traffic, while in study 2 and 3, there are fewer arousals and they mainly occur where
the street geometry changed from a narrower to wider space and vise-versa. A similar effect was
observed shortly before and after participants walked from one street to another. This relates to work
by Koenig et al. (2014) [61], who found that physiological responses change at intersections or changes
of openness of the space.
As described before, in the VR studies alongside the physiological response, we also recorded the
environmental appraisal (liking or disliking a scene) using the clicker (cf. earlier). When a participant
did not press one of the clicker buttons, the corresponding input was taken as no preference. The results
of these subjective environmental appraisals are displayed in Figure 9. Many participants evaluated
many of the city scenes as neutral. In Zurich, positive evaluations mainly occurred in areas with
green space (park or trees along the street). This result would be in line with earlier suggestions [62]
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and research [43] indicating intrinsic preferences for nature [45]. In Weimar, the positive evaluations
mainly occurred in the slightly winding streets through the historic urban structure. There were no
negative ratings for Zurich from the 360◦ -video and only one negative rating in the geometry model at
a larger junction, where, in reality, large trees enclose the space. For Weimar, there were two negative
evaluations in both studies. In the 360◦ -video, these occurred once on a high traffic street and the
other on a junction where one crosses a wide street. In the geometry model the negative evaluations
occurred at a larger traffic crossing (where the open space is similarly unenclosed as in the Zurich
street junction) and at the main inner-city retail streets, which most inhabitants regarded as beautiful.
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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As described before, in the VR studies alongside the physiological response, we also recorded
the environmental appraisal (liking or disliking a scene) using the clicker (cf. earlier). When a
participant did not press one of the clicker buttons, the corresponding input was taken as no
preference. The results of these subjective environmental appraisals are displayed in Figure 9. Many
participants evaluated many of the city scenes as neutral. In Zurich, positive evaluations mainly
occurred in areas with green space (park or trees along the street). This result would be in line with
earlier suggestions [62] and research [43] indicating intrinsic preferences for nature [45]. In Weimar,
the positive evaluations mainly occurred in the slightly winding streets through the historic urban
structure. There were no negative ratings for Zurich from the 360°-video and only one negative rating
in the geometry model at a larger junction, where, in reality, large trees enclose the space. For Weimar,
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In order to measure the psychological potential of urban form in terms of the valence (i.e.
positive/negative subjective ratings) and size of physiological arousal, we trained the predictive
model on the empirical data collected for both study paths in Zürich and Weimar. We use the
predictive model to extrapolate new predictions to the over 7000 locations distributed all over the
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relevant features of urban form.
The primary focus of the energy analysis is to simulate the impact of urban morphology on
4. Energyenergy
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building
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In a wider context, the energy demand of urban form also includes
transportation, construction processes, materials, and general maintenance. While these elements also
The primary focus of the energy analysis is to simulate the impact of urban morphology on
impact the overall ecological footprint of cities, we focus purely on energy demand of large building
building energy performance. In a wider context, the energy demand of urban form also includes
stocks in the presented analysis. A deterministic modelling approach was used to perform the energy
transportation, construction processes, materials, and general maintenance. While these elements
analysis. It considers the impact of inter-building shading, building geometry, and overall building
also impact the overall ecological footprint of cities, we focus purely on energy demand of large
orientation, along with other important building simulation parameters such as local historic weather
building stocks in the presented analysis. A deterministic modelling approach was used to perform
data and building material properties. A customized workflow was developed for this study.
the energy analysis. It considers the impact of inter-building shading, building geometry, and overall
building
alongObjectives
with other important building simulation parameters such as local
4.1.
State oforientation,
the Art and Study
historic weather data and building material properties. A customized workflow was developed for
this study.
4.1.1.
Impact of Urban Morphology on Building Energy Demand
The individual building shape and the surrounding environment (building density) both impact
4.1.1. Impact of Urban Morphology on Building Energy Demand
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In the study by Rodrigues (2015) [64], over 500 different building geometric configurations were
analyzed for eight different climate regions in Europe and compared by shape coefficient (Cf), south
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exposure coefficient (Cs ), relative compactness (RC), window to wall ratio (WWR), window to floor
ratio (WFR), and window to surface ratio (WSR). This study shows that none of the geometric indicators
has a strong influence on the energy performance in all climate regions. However, when considering
the results, RC has the most statistically significant correlation for cold climate regions in two and
three-story buildings, where more compact buildings have a better thermal performance.
This finding is consistent with the study by Geletka (2012) [63] who also performed a parametric
analysis for diverse building shapes and locations. In temperate climates with relatively large WWR,
RC has a strong influence on the heating demand. This study also suggests that WWR and orientation
relative to south are important considerations in energy models when analyzing the effects of geometry
on energy demand.
4.1.2. Urban Energy Modelling
When analyzing the effects of urban morphology on energy performance it is important to
consider inter-building shading and total facade solar exposure by orientation. Various urban energy
simulation tools have been developed to calculate such scenarios. A review of existing energy
simulation tools, indicates that CitySim [66] is the most appropriate urban scale software to estimate
the effects of urban morphology on energy demand [67]. Other district scale simulation tools, such as
Transient System Simulation Tool (TRNSYS) or Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) District
libraries from Modelica, focus more on the building heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems and are therefore too detailed for our study. CitySim calculates the dynamic irradiation on the
exterior building surfaces to consider the effects of inter-building shading and uses a resistor-capacitor
thermal model to calculate the heat transfer between the outdoor and indoor environment (Robinson,
2009), which is most suitable at this scale. Thus, CitySim can simultaneously consider important
geometric features at an urban scale including the building size, shape, orientation, and density in
response to local weather data and at the appropriate level of detail.
4.1.3. Study Objectives
The primary objective of this study is to determine the best methodology to estimate the
seasonal energy performance for large urban districts (2000–5000 buildings) when considering
pure geometric form. Further, for such a large number of buildings, it is also important to create
simplifications in the building geometry in order to perform more efficient simulations. Therefore,
we also evaluate how the energy performance changes with incremental geometric modifications,
such as removing shared interior building surfaces and averaging building block heights compared to
detailed building geometry.
4.2. Methods for Measuring Energy Potential of Urban Form
4.2.1. Case Studies
The case study area in Zurich, Alt-Wiedikon, was a prime candidate for urban-scale
energy analysis since it is primarily composed residential and mixed-use residential buildings.
Residential buildings are predominantly envelope-load driven buildings and are therefore suitable for
pure-geometry based energy models. Furthermore, this area has a wide variation in geometric form
including courtyard, rowed, multi-tenant complex, or detached-single tenant buildings.
The input parameters for the energy models were selected based on the actual characteristics of
the Zürich case study area. The same values were then applied to the Weimar building district for
comparative purposes. The predominant year of construction for the building stock is from 1920–1974.
A review of building material properties for the predominant year of construction was chosen from
(TEP Energy, 2016) Wall U-value = 0.86 W/m2 -K, Window U-value = 2 W/m2 -K, Roof U-value =
0.7 W/m2 -K, Floor U-value = 0.7 W/m2 -K. Other input parameters required for the CitySim model
were derived from a previous energy simulation of a small group of buildings in Alt-Wiedikon (Perez
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2011),
window g-value = 0.7, ground conductance = 0.3 W/m2 -K, and infiltration rate of 0.4 20
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minimum and maximum indoor temperature were set at 21 ◦ C and 26 ◦ C respectively.
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5. Trade-Offs
The general goal of this research is to measure and explore the trade-offs between social,
psychological, and energy potentials of urban morphologies. In the previous sections, we introduced
three methods to measure these potentials and applied them to two case studies in Weimar and Zurich.
In this section, we first introduce a method to aggregate the different potentials onto common analysis
grid. Second, we cluster the urban form at each analysis grid cell into distinct groups which are finally
used to compare the trade-offs between the social, psychological, and energy potentials across the
different urban forms.
5.1. Methods for Measuring Trade-offs Between Social, Psychological, and Energy Potentials of Urban Form
5.1.1. Aggregating Urban Potentials to a Common Analysis Grid
Each of the three potentials introduced in the previous sections cover distinct qualities of the
urban environment and are linked to different elements of the urban form. For the analyses, different
representations are used: the psychological perception is analyzed for points in public space, the energy
potential for building envelopes, and the social potential is assessed for any point in space covering
both the public and the built space. Consequently, they cannot be compared directly. Therefore, we use
a rectangular grid as an abstract and flexible analysis framework with each grid cell to map any
analysis object (i.e., point, polygon).
A further advantage of the evenly distributed analysis grid is the possibility to analyze the
continuous change in urban potentials through space as illustrated in Figure 4, Figure 10, and Figure 13.
This shows the potentials at specific locations where we can also plot the “potential landscape” covering
the entire study area. We divided both case study areas of 2.5 × 2.5 km into 27,889 analysis grid cells
covering 15 × 15 m each. This relatively fine-grained grid was necessary to capture the high spatial
variation in psychological and energy potentials.
Based on the type of the original analysis object, the mapping procedure follows two different
approaches, direct mapping for polygons and interpolation of geostatistical points. For example,
the former is applied to the energy potential. Here, every analysis grid cell is assigned the energy
potential calculated for the building polygons directly intersecting with the grid cell. Since in some
cases several building polygons can intersect with one grid cell i, we calculate the weighted mean of
their energy potential WPE by weighting the energy potential of each polygon PE by its area intersecting
with the grid cell A (Equation (3)). In the case that no building polygons intersect with the grid cell,
no value is assigned, and it remains empty.
WP[i ]ecological =

∑ j∈i A[ j]· P[ j]ecological
∑ j ∈i A [ j ]

,

(3)

For the social and psychological potentials, we interpolate the original evaluation samples from
their point locations to the common analysis grid cells. Even though both potentials can be directly
calculated for all of the individual grid cells with no need to interpolate, this is not computationally
feasible as the size of the case study areas consist of more than 55,000 analysis grid cells. To reduce the
number of required evaluation samples, we analyzed the degree to which the individual potentials are
spatially correlated. For this purpose, we calculated the semi-variograms (Figure 15) as a measure of
how much two evaluation samples will vary in their social and psychological potential, depending on
the distance between those samples.

the crossing of each street segment. This results in 3945 unique samples for the former and 7190
unique samples for the latter. Finally, both sample sets were interpolated from the street segments to
the fine-grained grid covering the analysis area using the Universal Kriging method (For spatial
interpolation we used the “automap” package by Paul Hiemstra for statistical software R. This
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package performs an automatic interpolation by estimating the semi-variogram).

Figure 15. Semi-variogram curves fitted by Universal Kriging spatial interpolation method. (a) Social
potential for Zurich, (b) Psychological potential
potential for
for Zurich,
Zurich, (c)
(c) Social
Social potential
potential for
for Weimar,
Weimar, and (d)
Psychological potential for Weimar.
Weimar.
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generalizable conclusions for other case studies.
To examine the trade-offs between psychological, social, and energy potentials of different urban
The first variable used to cluster the urban form—building intensity—is a measure of density
forms, we first identified these distinct morphological clusters and assigned them to each cell of the
capturing the total gross floor area F per floor plan area A (Equation 4). Since the aim is to measure
common analysis grid. In general, the process requires (a) quantifying one or more properties of
the building intensity for each analysis grid cell, we employ the adaptation of the radius based density
the items that is clustered and (b) measuring their similarity in terms of the distance between these
calculation method introduced by Bielik et al. (2017) [28]. In our case, we measure the density in a
properties. In this research, we describe urban form as the collection of simplified buildings and
radius of 40 m (In a previous study by Bielik et al. (2017), the radius of 40 m was identified as the as
the street network. Correspondingly, we adopt the building intensity and closeness centrality as two
the smallest radius suitable for describing the density of urban form. Below this radius measurement
descriptors of the properties of urban form used in the clustering process. The scope of this research
artefacts often cause strong bias) from the center of each grid cell (see Figure 16). This can be seen as
extends beyond studying single urban systems and aims to present a method allowing to analyze the
a measure describing the local properties of urban form (describing features that are only relevant,
performance of urban form across different systems. Consequently, the clustering method introduced
or experienceable for one point without taking into account relations to other parts of the city).
in this chapter needs to identify distinct urban form clusters across the two study areas. In other
𝐹in different parts of Zurich and Weimar
words, the similarly central and dense urban
forms allocated
(4)
𝐷𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
should end up in the same cluster. This makes it possible to𝐴study how different urban form clusters
are represented in each study area, and compare their overall performance and consequently draw
generalizable conclusions for other case studies.
The first variable used to cluster the urban form—building intensity—is a measure of density
capturing the total gross floor area F per floor plan area A (Equation (4)). Since the aim is to measure
the building intensity for each analysis grid cell, we employ the adaptation of the radius based density
calculation method introduced by Bielik et al. (2017) [28]. In our case, we measure the density in a
radius of 40 m (In a previous study by Bielik et al. (2017), the radius of 40 m was identified as the as
the smallest radius suitable for describing the density of urban form. Below this radius measurement
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artefacts often cause strong bias) from the center of each grid cell (see Figure 16). This can be seen as
a measure describing the local properties of urban form (describing features that are only relevant,
or experienceable for one point without taking into account relations to other parts of the city).
DBuilding intensity =

F
A
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Even though, the four clusters are sufficient from the quantitative point of view, we identified
experimentally that a higher number of clusters more appropriately reflects the established urban
typology classification. This distinguishes between building types, such as detached, semidetached,
and row houses, and their location in city (i.e., center, periphery). Since many of these variations were
dismissed in the first four clusters, we extended this number until a minimal set of clusters (k = 9)
appropriately differentiated basic urban typologies.

Figure 17. Elbow method illustrating the relationship between the number of clusters k and the total
within-clusters variation. The vertical line indicates minimal number of clusters. The black vertical
line indicates the chosen number of clusters.
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5.2. Results of Measuring Trade-offs Between Social, Psychological and Energy Potential of Urban Form
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As shown in Figure 18, the individual grid cells are clustered based on density and centrality
as they form coherent spatial boundaries that reflect both the underlying building typology as well
as the location in the city. Additionally, we conclude that eight of nine morphological clusters could
be identified in both cities. Only cluster number seven, characterized mostly by dense multi-story
administrative buildings with relatively central location in Zurich, was absent in Weimar. The
remaining clusters are present in each city showing consistency in the identified typologies.
In the following, we explore the general patterns of trade-offs between the social, psychological,
and energy potentials for individual clusters. For this purpose, we aggregate the potentials of all grid
cells from each cluster and map the average value as shown in Figure 19. The box plots show the center
of the potential distribution per cluster and its spread (For the visualization purpose we normalized
all three potentials to range from 0 to 1 data (The normalization base was the joined distribution for all
clusters in both cities, so the relative differences between them were maintained after the normalization
was done)). The spread and the average values indicate that one cluster performs better for all three
potentials and one cluster performs the worst. The remaining seven clusters show a wide variety of
trade-offs with no clear way of ordering them from best to worst. The best performing cluster, nine,
is characterized by its form as central and dense inner-city street block housing. This typology has the
highest average values in all three potentials and the spread of values is relatively low.
On the other hand, cluster eight consists mostly of detached sub-urban housing and has the lowest
average potential values with a narrow spread. These results are not surprising as they confirm the
hypotheses from qualitative literature on urban planning about devastating effects of low density
sub-urban development and the positive impact of dense urban centers. Therefore, we consider these
mainly as validation of our methodology. The more interesting results are to be found in clusters one to
seven. Here, the effect of location is observed by keeping the building form constant and the effect of
different building typologies in the same location in the city.
For the former, clusters three and six demonstrate how similar modernist condominium typologies
perform differently when located at the edge of the city (cluster three) compared to the center (cluster
six). Both clusters perform similarly in the energy and psychological potential as these are closely
related to the local properties of the urban form. However, they are significantly different in their
social potential as this depends on the location in the city structure. For the latter, clusters two and five
show the influence of building typology by keeping the location constant. Both clusters spread over
relatively central locations however cluster five consists of smaller, detached two to four story housing

and row houses, and their location in city (i.e. center, periphery). Since many of these variations were
dismissed in the first four clusters, we extended this number until a minimal set of clusters (k = 9)
appropriately differentiated basic urban typologies.
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In the following, we explore the general patterns of trade-offs between the social, psychological,
and energy potentials for individual clusters. For this purpose, we aggregate the potentials of all grid
cells from each cluster and map the average value as shown in Figure 19. The box plots show the
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Figure 19. The average social, psychological, and energy potentials mapped for each cluster (Dark
color = high potential, Light color = low potential). Box plots display the distribution of potentials per
Figure 19. The average social, psychological, and energy potentials mapped for each cluster (Dark
cluster. The box width illustrates the number of elements in the cluster.
color = high potential, Light color = low potential). Box plots display the distribution of potentials per
cluster. The box width illustrates the number of elements in the cluster.
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have clear patterns for how this social accessibility is distributed across the city where strong
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strong differences between the two cities were revealed. However, a clear limitation of the model
is that it only captures the quantitative aspect of interaction (the number of encounters theoretically
possible). The quality of interaction is not considered. Here, questions arise, such as who are the
people that potentially meet? Would they also interact when they meet? Or do the local properties of
the environment foster or hinder interaction, such as noisy streets or wide sidewalks?
The method to assess psychological potential includes a workflow to systematically investigate the
effect of urban form on physiological changes and subjective ratings. The greatest challenge considered
in the approach are potential influences from many different (geometrical and non-geometrical, static
and dynamic) variables that influence human perception of spaces. By applying the real-to-virtual
workflow, the influence of urban form on the implicit response (skin conductance) is rather low
(different results in VR-Studies compared to the field study). Perhaps the measures describe urban
form (2D/3D isovists) were not sufficient to capture perception-relevant features. It might also be
due to physiological data itself, which strongly differs from participant to participant. Although the
physiological data and physiological response was calibrated for each individual, this is an emerging
technique and the technological issues of missing wristband data should be improved in the future.
The predictive power for the explicit response (subjective ratings) was, on the other hand, much higher.
However, the variance in the responses was much less than the physiological data (mostly neutral,
some positive, and very few negative evaluations).
Finally, due to the large number of variables, one would consequently also need a large sample
size. However, due to resource constraints to conduct such a study, only a limited number of studies
was possible. Here future research should consider using crowd sourcing to collect data about human
perception of urban spaces.
For the energy analysis, we focus on the energy demand for heating and cooling, which from
an urban form perspective is mainly influenced by the relation of the exterior surfaces to the total
building volume and by inter-building shading. For the analysis we used the existing tool CitySim and
investigated different modelling approaches to reduce computation time. The results of the analysis
confirm that large buildings with a compact shape demand less energy than small and complex
building shapes.
For the future, the ecological potential could be extended by infrastructural aspects, such as
transportation, renewable energy, and lifecycle of building materials. Since these are physically linked
to the street network, relationships to the social potential can be expected.
Finally, we developed a methodology to investigate trade-offs between the different potentials.
For this, the results of the different potentials were mapped on one common analysis grid. We used
this grid to identify different types of urban form. We used building intensity and closeness centrality
for a k-means clustering analysis which could identify classical urban typologies. Since both cities
identified similar typologies, it would be interesting if this also holds true for other cities.
Based on the identified urban typologies, we visualized their performance, where we could
identify that the different types also perform differently for the three potentials. The methodology
introduced in this paper allowed us to explore the influence of building typologies and location on
the social, psychological, and energy performance. We also identified two urban form types—the
dense inner-city block and the low dense suburban settlement structure—which strongly represent
and minimally represent all three potentials in both cities, respectively.
The framework can be used to assess strategic decisions regarding urban form during the early
planning stages. It reveals potentials regarding different aspects including trade-offs regarding different
types of urban form, and thus can inform urban design in order to create more sustainable cities.
Due to the multiple criteria urban design must consider, the framework could be extended by other
aspects (e.g., economic potential, land use potential or livability potential). Furthermore, some of
the methods (especially the psychological potential and the identification of urban typologies in the
trade-off section) require future work to test and improve their generalizability.
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